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M Akin, Virginia. The Dream Years. Chilton, 1964. 126p. $3.50.
7-9
Ten short stories, some of which have been previously published in magazines. The
stories are fairly well patterned in construction, adequately written, and sentimental.
The plain girl substitutes in a lead role and feels beautiful; the small boy (by mis-
take) gives a tender valentine to a teacher he dislikes, and finds that her joy is sweet,
a girl on a country road falls in love at first sight, and throws away the formerly-
treasured hat so that it will be associated only with the day she found her love.
R American Heritage Magazine. The Presidency. American Heritage, 1964.
7- 112p. illus. Trade ed. $5.32; Library ed. $3.99 net.
A hard-cover reprint of the August 1964 edition of the magazine, an issue devoted to
the topic of the presidency. The publication comprises some diversified articles,
excellent photographs and reproductions of paintings and posters, a picture-chart of
the vice-presidents, a bibliography, and an index. The articles are varied in subject-
matter and in writing style, but each is excellent of its kind; some of the material
is topical and analytical, some historical, some humorous. A fascinating book and
an informative one.
R Behn, Harry. Omen of the Birds; illus. by the author. World, 1964. 157p.
7-10 $3.50.
A novel with an unusual setting: the Etruscan city of Tarquinia. Prince Avile, warned
by a sibyl, fears the growing might of the yet-small and rude city of Rome; he plans
to send the popular hero, Demaratus, to take over the Roman throne. It is, however,
the son of Demaratus, Caele, who becomes Tarquin, King of Rome. The book creates
most convincingly the Etruscans, the Greeks, and the Romans of two thousand cen-
turies ago; the love story of Tarquin and his childhood friend, Tanaquil, is both dig-
nified and touching. Mr. Behn explains in the preface that his picture of Tarquin
varies from the conception of an evil king presented in most recorded history, but
that he feels the traditional Tarquin was a misrepresentation by Livy.
Ad Bolton, Carole. The Dark Rosaleen. Morrow, 1964. 223 p. $3.25.
7-9
Barbara Leventhal's grandfather bought an old car-Dark Rosaleen-and doted on it;
he didn't drive it very well, but he did get a job as a janitor so that he could afford
it, and he did drink less. Barbara, although ashamed of him, learned through him to
evaluate people for what they really were, and it was through Pop Ryan that Barbara
met Ben, her love. Barbara, at the close of the book, must adjust to two great changes
in her life when Pop is killed while driving and when Ben enlists in the army. The
book has many excellent values and insights: Barbara's growing realization that she
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loves a boy who is intellectually limited is realistic, the candid and often caustic pic-
ture of Barbara's mother-lazy, extravagant, and snobbish-is sharp, and the whole
situation of a Catholic-Jewish family is handled with a refreshing directness. The
weaknesses of the book are in the over-crowded story; many characters, cross-rela-
tionships, sub-plots and problems, and in the fairly frequent examples of careless
writing: "Dressed in a tan raincoat, he swooped around and around with great ease
and grace, unconscious of everything." or, in a description of a dog shaking off water,
"His long ears flapped like canvas in a gale, the pale green furlike throw rug rippled
beneath his feet, the whole room shook . . .
Ad Bongiorno, Mary M. How Can I Find Out? by Mary M. Bongiorno and Mable
2-3 Gee; illus. by Lucy and John Hawkinson. Childrens Press, 1963. 30p.
Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed. $1.88 net.
A small boy sees an ant and wonders how he can find out more about ants. He goes
to the library and gets some books, meanwhile gleaning from the librarian some sim-
ple facts about encyclopedias and dictionaries, about call numbers, about catalog
cards. Later he reports to the class, not about ants, but about his experiences in find-
ing facts in the library. The writing style is quite simple, but a bit stilted; the illus-
trations are simple and attractive. The book may be moderately helpful, but it could-
even at this primary reading level-give a bit more information than it does.
Ad Bradley, Duane. Electing a President; decorations by Henry R. Martin. Van
6-8 Nostrand, 1963. 156p. $3.50.
An informative book and one that gives accurate information, but the text is not well-
organized and some of the material (especially that about the colonial period) is re-
petitive. The author discusses the development of our form of government and, in
particular, of our method of electing a president, describing the party conventions,
the campaigns, the electorate, and the office. The text is sprinkled with examples and
with historical anecdotes; the writing style is informal but not colloquial, with an oc-
casional phrase or paragraph that seems written down.
R Carlson, Natalie (Savage). The Letter on the Tree; pictures by John Kaufmann.
3-5 Harper, 1964. 116p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.27 net.
A charming book in which a French-Canadian boy of ten, Albert Caron, describes his
personal and family problems. The seven Carons never went hungry, but they were
far from being well-off. Certainly they could not buy Albert an accordion; equally cer-
tainly, they could not accept the check that came from the United States in response
to the misleading letter Albert had tied to one of the Christmas trees they had sold-
yet the letter led to better times and a new accordion. The writing style is direct and
casual; a most convincing ten-year-old-boy style. Lovely as a family story, the book
has warmth, realism, and gentle humor without sentimentality.
M Carse, Robert. Great American Harbors. Norton, 1963. 110p. illus. Trade
5-7 ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.28 net.
A description of the harbors of eight cities: Baltimore, Boston, Cleveland, Los An-
geles, New Orleans, New York, San Francisco, and Seattle. Each section has some
historical material, some of which pertains to the city rather than to the harbor, and
some descriptive and statistical information about the harbor traffic and distinguish-
ing features of the port. The book is informative but the most useful information is
dispersed throughout the text and is not easily available because the index is poor;
that information is the authoritative descriptions of loading, signaling, docking, etcet-
era given by an author with long personal experience as a seaman. Another marked
weakness of the book is in the quite inadequate maps of each harbor, maps that bear
no labels, show no landmarks, and do not always cover fully the area discussed in the
text.
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R Cleary, Beverly. Ribsy; illus. by Louis Darling. Morrow, 1964. 19 2p. $2.95.
4-6
Henry Huggins' dog, Ribsy, wanders away, can't find his way home, and has a series
of adventures before he is found. Mrs. Cleary's style is-as always-refreshing; the
characters are real, the dialogue is lively, the humor is unquenchable. The emphasis
here is on Ribsy rather than his owner; the story is therefore episodic, with some
sequences that are ridiculous-but hilariously ridiculous.
Ad De Regniers, Beatrice Schenk. May I Bring a Friend? illus. by Beni Montresor.
K-2 Atheneum, 1964. 41p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.41 net.
Read-aloud verses with a repetitive nonsense theme: the king and queen invite a young
friend to tea-boy asks if he may bring a friend-boy appears with a giraffe. Next in-
vitation, he brings a hippo. Next day, monkeys. On the seventh day, all the animals in-
vite the king and queen to the City Zoo for tea. Not highly original, and really slight
in conception; the illustrations are elaborately detailed and are intriguing, the writing
style is better than the story line.
Ad Duncan, Jane. Camerons on the Hills; illus. by Victor Ambrus. Macmillan,
5-6 1963. 153p. $3.
A sequel to Camerons on the Train. Again the three Cameron children visit their aunt
in the highlands of Scotland, and again they become involved in an exciting adventure.
Here the children help with the rescue work that follows an airplane accident: unlike
the first book, the drama here is believable, and the roles of the children are impres-
sive but credible. There is also, again in contrast, a most vivid depiction of the coun-
tryside and some of the Highlanders. There is still a trace of self-consciousness in
the writing style; the story is written in first person by Shona, age thirteen, and while
it is convincingly done for the most part, there are passages in which it seems ob-
trusively clear that an adult is assuming a mantle of childlike candor.
R Estes, Eleanor. The Alley; illus. by Edward Ardizzone. Harcourt, 1964. 283p.
4-6 $3.50.
The Alley is a small community of faculty houses, an enclave in the heart of Brook-
lyn; Connie Ives, age ten and a shy only child, loves the Alley world. The plot is built
on a burglary and on the Alley children's participation in the detection and arrest of
the burglars, but the plot is of minor importance in this book. The characterizations
of the Alley's people are delightful, the relationships and the group structuring in the
community of children are superbly drawn, both in exposition and in dialogue; the
style is distinctive: easy, warm, and humorous.
NR Fontaine, Robert. Humorous Monologues for Teen-Agers; A Collection of Roy-
7-9 alty-Free Dramatic Sketches for Young People. Plays, Inc., 1963. 127p.
$3.95.
Not as useful as are most of the collections published by Plays, Inc. While the many
volumes of plays are of variable quality, this book consists of monologues that are
of uniform mediocrity. The situations are patterned, the humor is hackneyed, and the
development is labored.
R Giles, Frank. Toughen Up! A Boy's Guide to Better Physical Fitness. Putnam,
7- 1963. 96p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.29.
A useful book, well-organized and succinctly written. The author gives a series of
test-exercises with a rating chart; this is followed by illustrated descriptions of good
basic exercises, with advice on an exercise program. The book has separate sections
on isometric exercise, special preparation for specific sports, and a group of espe-
cially difficult exercises. While a reader may not need all of the material, the sugges-
tions for a brief and regular program (with proper warm-up and with no over-exer-
tion) should be useful to all.
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Ad Gramatky, Hardie. Little Toot on the Thames. Putnam, 1964. 87p. illus.
K-2 Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $3.29 net.
The long-popular Little Toot, a small and friendly tugboat, is pulled across the
ocean by a tramp steamer when he tries to tow the steamer all by himself. Befuddled
by Thames traffic, Little Toot sets out to find the Queen, having been told he would
need her help to get home. He has a series of small mishaps; he does a heroic deed;
he is given a small ovation and towed home by the Queen Elizabeth. The illustrations
are sprightly, the story seems contrived.
R Hall, Elvajean. The Land and People of Norway. Lippincott, 1963. 158p.
7-10 illus. (Portraits of the Nations Series.) $3.25.
A lively and well-balanced survey of Norway past and present, with clear photographs
and a good index. The first part of the test is devoted to a geographical overview and
to several historical chapters interrupted by one chapter on "legends, sagas, and folk
tales" that actually goes beyond the title with references to Undset and Hamsun. The
second part of the book describes family life, recreation and education, industry and
agriculture, cooperatives and religious life; a final chapter examines problems and
prospects of the future.
M Hennessy, Maurice N. A Crown for Thomas Peters; by Maurice N. Hennessy
6-9 and Edwin Sauter. Washburn, 1964. 150p. $3.25.
The story of a young slave who escaped from a North Carolina plantation, went back
for his wife and got her safely away, and spent many years in England before he re-
turned to his native land of Sierra Leone. An interesting figure, although the highly
fictionalized account of him almost robs Thomas Peters of realism. The writing style
is poor: mawkish in some places, stereotyped in others, and occasionally guilty of
major solecisms: "And there was always the stench, a mixture of sweat and anguish
and half-spoken oaths for Cummings and every last one of his tarnished race .. ."
R Hoban, Russell C. Bread and Jam for Frances; pictures by Lillian Hoban.
K-2 Harper, 1964. 31p. Trade ed. $2.50; Library ed. $2.57 net.
Another ingratiating story about Frances, who is rapidly becoming the kindergarten-
er's Everyman. Frances does not want to eat anything but bread and jam-especially
when her baby sister happily consumes anything. Her parents finally hit on the old
trick of proffering nothing else; politely they urge on her nothing but bread and jam.
As soon as it becomes clear that her attention-getting mechanism has failed, Frances
asks plaintively if she is never to get anything else. Result: a varied and splendid
diet, and all parties satisfied. The humor and the writing style are, as always, deli-
cious.
R Hoff, Rhoda, comp. Africa; Adventures in Eyewitness History. Walck, 1963.
7- 174p. $3.75.
A very interesting compilation of primary source material from Herodotus to
Nkrumah, the sources for the excerpted statements of personal observation being
cited at the end of the book. The excerpts are chronologically arranged, divided into
sections on the old Africa, colonial Africa, and the new Africa. A few paragraphs of
explanatory text about the situation or about the author precedes each selection, of
which there are approximately fifty.
R Holman, Felice. Elisabeth, the Treasure Hunter; illus. by Erik Blegvad. Mac-
K-3 millan, 1964. 42p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $3.12 net.
Delightfully illustrated, a brief and simple story in which some interesting facts
about life forms of the seashore are successfully blended into a fictional framework.
Elisabeth and her father, solemnly agreeing that the best way to go on a treasure-
hunt is to practice, give a small box to Professor Eckleberry to hide. Accompanied
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by the Professor's grandson, the three follow clues and find the box; in the course
of their hunt, they observe clams, crabs, barnacles, etcetera. The facts are given
in a natural way by Elisabeth's father; both the dialogue and the relationships are
easy and are lightly humorous.
M Janice. Little Bear's Christmas; pictures by Mariana. Lothrop, 1964. 30p.
K-2 Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.84 net.
Little Bear wakes from hibernation early and sees snow; he joins children skating,
hears about Christmas, and writes Santa Claus. He helps Santa, then returns home
to find friends, presents, a tree, and a jar of honey in every stocking he had hung;
then he goes back to bed to sleep until spring. The story line is weak, the writing
style simple but rather flat; the moderate appeal of the story is more in the theme
of Christmas than in the tepid blend of fanciful and sentimental.
R Johnson, Annabel. The Grizzly; by Annabel and Edgar Johnson; pictures by
6-9 Gilbert Riswold. Harper, 1964. 160p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed.
$3.27 net.
David, who is eleven, is apprehensive about going off to the woods with his father
for a weekend of fishing; he is tense in part because he fears the inadequacy of his
physical skills and in part because he hardly knows his father, since his parents
have been separated for some years. The dangers the two encounter, the injury suf-
fered by his father, the change in the situation and in the relationship between father
and son, and the lightly-suggested outlining of the marital conflict between two adults
who still care for each other are most perceptively and convincingly described. The
writing has color and pace, the plot has unity of construction and suspense in devel-
opment. A fine book.
M Katzoff, Betty. Cathy's First School; with photographs by Sy Katzoff. Knopf,
4-6 1964. 43p. $2.95.
yrs.
A book of photographs taken in a school; the text is slight and stilted, the chief use
of the book being as an introduction to nursery school or to kindergarten for the very
young. Cathy is not aware that the teacher and the children know it is her birthday,
and she is a bit perturbed. Meanwhile, great plans are afoot: gifts being made, a
birthday table prepared, etcetera. The story ends with a delighted six-year-old blow-
ing out the candles on her birthday cake. Despite the contrived text, the book should
have some value, since it describes many of the classroom activities, and since it
sounds several reassuring notes that may soothe the apprehensive child.
R Keats, Ezra Jack. Whistle for Willie. Viking, 1964. 33p. illus. Trade ed.
3-6 $3.50; Library ed. $3.37 net.
yrs.
A delightful picture book. The story has a universal quality and a simplicity that are
most appealing: a small boy tries and tries and tries to whistle, and when he finally
is able to whistle for his dog, Willie, little Peter (after demonstrating his new skill
at home) whistles all the way to the grocery store and all the way back. The illustra-
tions are beguiling, especially the first picture of Peter: a small child leaning
against a stoplight, his little brown face both bored and wistful. The use of color and
the sense of design are perhaps more impressive than in The Snowy Day.
M Kohn, Bernice. The Scientific Method; illus. by Ernest Crichlow. Prentice-
4-6 Hall, 1964. 67p. $3.25.
A book that very briefly outlines the scientific method, following the description with
some famous examples of scientific investigation and experimentation. The text
stresses, then, repetitious example rather than detailed explanation. The analysis is
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clear but is so brief as to be of limited value. The illustrations are more ornamental
than informative; an index is appended.
R Kroeber, Theodora. Ishi; Last of His Tribe; drawings by Ruth Robbins. Par-
7- nassus, 1964. 206p. Trade ed. $3.95; Library ed. $3.87 net.
A most moving story, based on fact, of the last surviving member of the Yahi tribe;
handsomely illustrated, and written in a flowing style and with a grave simplicity
that are utterly right for the subject. The cultural details are quite unobtrusive; they
are simply there, an evidence of the author's knowledge and empathy. A people of
peace, the Yahi, a people with quiet ways-they have seen their villages destroyed by
the white man and they have learned that they are powerless and can only hide. Of
Ishi's small family group, the others go, one by one, as the boy grows to manhood;
the man Ishi finds that he is utterly alone. Despairing, resigned, he is captured and
is unable to communicate until he meets an anthropologist who knows of the Yahi
ways and of the language. Told from Ishi's viewpoint, and convincing, a book that
speaks for all the tribes who have seen the old ways and the old ones go.
R Kumin, Maxine W. Eggs of Things; by Maxine W. Kumin and Anne Sexton;
2-3 illus. by Leonard Shortall. Putnam, 1963. 42p. (See and Read Storybooks.)
Trade ed. $2; Library ed. $2.19 net.
Buzz and Skippy, third-grade boys who are next-door neighbors, collect some uniden-
tified eggs from a pond, and secretly set up a Frog Club when the eggs hatch into tad-
poles. Plagued by a small sister and hampered by a large and helpful dog, Buzz and
Skippy find they have a bathtubful of active pond life. When the "frogs" are identified
as toads, two sets of parents rejoice because the toads can be put into their garden
to destroy cutworms. A brief and lively story written with light humor and giving an
introduction to nature study that is the more inviting by its casual expression.
SpC La Fontaine, Jean de. The North Wind and the Sun; illus. by Brian Wildsmith.
K-2 Watts, 1964. 29p. $3.95.
Lovely, lovely illustrations in a picture-book adaptation of the La Fontaine fable; the
text is abbreviated and vitiated, with little feeling of the genre. It is adequate enough,
however, as a vehicle for the paintings, which are superb in their use of color and
design. The book should be very useful for art instruction and may well be placed in
an art collection.
R L'Engle, Madeleine. The Twenty-four Days before Christmas; illus. by Inga.
3-4 Ariel, 1964. 56p. $3.25.
A brief Christmas story in which the author goes back in the family life of the Austins
(Meet the Austins, The Moon by Night) to the December of Vicky's seventh year.
Mother expects her fourth child at Christmas; Vicky is devoting her time to rehears-
ing for the church pageant, but would give up being the Angel if it could keep Mother
at home. The story moves through the days of Advent and the preparations for Christ-
mas, giving vividly the feeling of pendant anticipation. A bit more sentimental than
the previous Austin stories, but appropriately so, both as a Christmas story and as a
family story for younger readers. Simply written in present tense, and-since Vicky
is only seven-a very good story for reading aloud to younger children.
NR Lent, Blair. Pistachio; story and pictures by Blair Lent. Atlantic-Little,
K-2 Brown, 1964. 32p. $2.95.
A picture book about Waldo and his cow Pistachio, to whom he has taught many tricks;
Waldo tries several disguises in attempts to get Pistachio into a circus, but does not
succeed until a lone disgruntled circus patron sees the green cow dancing on a tight-
rope. They are hired and happy. The illustrations are intricate and stylized, more in-
teresting than attractive and not really humorous. The story is quite flat, the turning
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point based on the patron's attention to Pistachio; even in a fanciful story, there
might be more consistency than is indicated here. The old lady, alone in the tent at
performance time, begins to grumble and ask for her money back. The animals and
circus performers begin to "argue and shuffle around outside the tent." The owner
can't stand the noise and runs out of the tent, followed by the old lady; they find the
village population cheering the green cow on the wire.
R Lexau, Joan M. Maria; illus. by Ernest Crichlow. Dial, 1964. 30p. Trade
K-2 ed. $2.95; Library ed. $2.96 net.
A slight but realistic plot, a plot appealing to small girls, in a story told with gentle
simplicity; the mood of the book is nicely echoed by the illustrations. Maria Rivera
is sent an old and precious doll by her grandmother; the doll is too valuable to be
played with, so Maria sits and looks at it and sings to it. Some day, her father prom-
ises, when they are rich, she will have a doll; when the day of her birthday comes,
Maria is delighted by having much-needed new shoes and by a store-bought roast
chicken (like rich people) until she learns that the money came from the sale of the
doll. She forgets her tears when she sees the final present: a new doll. A doll with
modern clothes, with a purse, with skates-a doll she can cuddle and play with. A
pleasant story that is valuable for the understated but explicit picture of low eco-
nomic status. The end of the story is a bit abrupt. Mama suggests that Maria make
a wish and blow out the candles. "I don't need a wish. Now I will think of a name for
my doll."
R Life Magazine. The Plants; by Frits W. Went and the editors of Life. Time,
8- 1963. 194p. illus. $3.95.
A really fine book: comprehensive, authoritative, and written in a style that is solid
but not difficult-an interesting and informative volume in the series, and certainly
one of the most beautifully illustrated. The color photographs are lovely, the dia-
grams and magnified photographs meticulously clear. The author discusses the di-
versity of the plant kingdom, evolution and classification, photosynthesis, growth
factors, symbiosis, plant oddities, man's use of plants, and many aspects of botan-
ical experimentation. An illustrated 5-page guide to the plant kingdom is appended,
as are a bibliography (with paperback editions noted) and a good relative index.
NR McCullers, Carson. Sweet as a Pickle and Clean as a Pig; illus. by Rolf
K-2 Gerard. Houghton, 1964. 31p. $2.75.
Alas, nothing like the quality of the author's fine writing for adults. Pedestrian draw-
ings illustrate a pedestrian collection of poems that show little imagination. "At the
Fair in October/ Folks come from all over/ The whole town is there/ At the October
Fair/ Eating hot dogs with mustard/ And frozen custard." Another poem in its en-
tirety: "My best friend is Jimmy/ He has no chimney./ So what will happen at Christ-
mas time? When Santa flies over the houses/ And stops at each chimney/ Will he skip
Jimmy/ Who has no chimney?"
R Mayne, William. A Day without Wind; illus. by Margery Gill. Dutton, 1964.
4-6 64p. $3.50.
A lovely, lovely Scottish story, nicely illustrated; the description of one day's small
events in an island home is quiet but powerful, tight-knit, and moving in its simplic-
ity. With great craftsmanship, the author gives, through dialogue, deft characteriza-
tion, gentle humor, and a good picture of family life. With the dour helper, Andy,
Mother and two children wait for Daddy to come back from the mainland hospital;
they repair the damages from the high winds of the night before, they bring Daddy
along the last part of the road by rude sledge, and they are together. Quiet, but not
by any means dull.
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NR Merriam, Eve. What Can You Do with a Pocket? illus. by Harriet Sherman.
K-2 Knopf, 1964. 40p. Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $2.99 net.
An oversize picture book, the text of which makes quite elaborate suggestions for
imaginative play, each suggestion based on an object often found in pockets. Exam-
ple: "If you have a BUTTON in your pocket/ you can balance/ it on your nose/ and
be a seal/ at the/ CIRCUS. Sit up, seal, and flap your flippers !" The illustrations
are stylized, lively, and often overly busy; the combination of busy illustrations fac-
ing pages that combine illustration and text printed in several colors (and often in
several type-designs) is quite distracting. The book has some humor, and it does
suggest independent imaginative play, but this kind of play comes without suggestion
to an imaginative child; to a stolid and unimaginative child, the book may have little
effect as a stimulus.
R Meyer, Edith Patterson. Meet the Future; People and Ideas in the Libraries
7- of Today and Tomorrow; illus. by Anton Schedl. Little, 1964. 278p.
$4.75.
A thorough and competently written book about libraries past, present, and future,
and about librarianship. The author first describes the highly automated library of
the future, an efficient communications center; she then discusses at length the dif-
ferent kinds of library service and types of libraries. The text details the opportu-
nities in the field of librarianship and describes educational requirements; the last
section of the book reviews very briefly the development of libraries from ancient
times, and goes into some detail in discussing pioneer librarians in the United
States. The first part of the book seems to be directed at a somewhat younger audi-
ence than does the remainder, being simplified and fictionalized; the rest of the text
is quite factual and rather sedate. A most useful book, with an excellent divided bib-
liography and a good index.
Ad Olds, Helen (Diehl). Christmas-Tree Sam; illus. by Lee Ames. Melmont,
3-5 1964. 62p. Trade ed. $2; Library ed. $1.50 net.
A revised edition of a 1952 publication. Sam, whose father grows Christmas trees,
drives from Vermont to New York with his older brother to sell trees. They find a
friend's pet bear cub stowed away on the truck, and Sam uses the cub as an attrac-
tion for customers; this helps Sam and his brother sell their trees faster than the
neighbor with whom there has been a not-too-friendly rivalry. Sam enjoys his first
excursion in the city and feels pleased by the thought that people there will enjoy
the trees. The story is realistic and informative, but it is tepid in style and seems
over-extended. The information about growing the trees and the family participation
is unified; the trip down to New York and the visit in the city seem a second-install-
ment, as though that episode were a sequel.
R Paradis, Adrian Alexis. Labor in Action; The Story of the American Labor
9-12 Movement. Messner, 1963. 191p. illus. $3.95.
A good survey of the labor movement, beginning with colonial times and concluding
with some of the events and altercations of the present decade, and sounding the op-
timistic note that there may be less need for strikes in the future and that labor and
management may settle their grievances without the help of the federal government.
Although the book covers substantially the same ground as does Shippen's This Union
Cause (Harper, 1958) it is valuable for the recent material and for the excellent di-
vided bibliography. A bound-in section of photographs includes portraits of most
prominent labor leaders; an index is appended.
R Parker, Richard. A Valley Full of Pipers; illus. by Richard Kennedy. Bobbs-
5-7 Merrill, 1963. 156p. $3.25.
The story of a family feud described by Tas Piper, a boy whose father and uncle are
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chief antagonists in the squabbles between branches of the Piper family. Set in a
Tasmanian valley, the story might be any country setting; the emphasis is on family
relationships, community life, and incidents at school. The writing is lively, the dia-
logue natural; the book has humor and pace, with a dramatic but believable flood and
rescue sequence at the close.
R Pfragner, Julius. The Eye of History; The Motion Picture from Magic Lan-
9- tern to Sound Film; tr. and ad. from the German by Theodore McClintock.
Rand McNally, 1964. 206p. $4.50.
An immensely detailed and informative history of the developments that, for over a
century, led to the motion picture as we know it today: sound, color, and wide screen.
The text is solid and a bit laborious, since the author explains both theoretical and
practical proposals and inventions from 1826 on; he describes the work of ancillary
as well as of direct importance, the research of professional and of amateur experi-
menters in several countries. Some of the theories or inventions are simple, some
complicated; the explanations are not always simple but they are clear. The index is
superb: comprehensive and extensive, with cross references, long definitions, and
diagrams.
R Picard, Barbara Leonie. Hero-Tales from the British Isles; retold by Barbara
5-7 Leonie Picard; illus. by John G. Galsworthy. Criterion Books, 1963. 15 9p.
$3.
A companion volume to Tales of the British People; again the author has prefaced
each selection with explanatory notes. The stories are about the great legendary fig-
ures of Britain: Bran, Cuchulain, Finn MacCool, Robin Hood, King Arthur, and half a
dozen other heroes. The writing style is compact and colorful, the retellings beauti-
fully suited to the genre.
R Pike, Edgar Royston. Mohammed; Founder of the Religion of Islam. Roy,
8- 1964. 127p. illus. $3.50.
An interesting and useful book, half of which is purely autobiographical and the other
half of which discusses the Koran, Islam, and the beliefs and practices of the Moslem
today. First published in Great Britain in 1962, a book that should be useful in the
study of comparative religion, and one that is smoothly written enough to be of inter-
est to the general reader.
Ad Poole, Lynn. History of Ancient Olympic Games; by Lynn and Gray Poole.
8- Obolensky, 1963. 143p. illus. $4.50.
An informative and detailed book, written in rather ponderous style, and illustrated
chiefly by photographic reproductions of athletes pictured in Greek sculpture and
pottery. The authors describe the Grecian way of life: their dedication to all things
beautiful, their high standards of physical prowess, their interest in fair play and
competition. They discuss the events of the ancient Olympic games and describe viv-
idly an Olympic Festival. The last part of the text describes revival of the games,
inspired by the efforts of Baron de Coubertin and first held in 1896; it surveys briefly
the growing interest in the world today in competitive sports and in physical fitness.
A brief glossary and an index are appended.
R Reinfeld, Fred. The Biggest Job in the World: The American Presidency.
7- T. Y. Crowell, 1964. 222p. $3.75.
A shrewdly analytical and authoritative book, well-organized, and written in a brisk
and straightforward style. The author discusses the presidential role and the changes
therein, the relationship of the president to other branches of government, to the peo-
ple, and to his party. Eight presidents are described in detail, with their problems ex-
emplifying the nature of the office as it has developed. Several chapters are devoted
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to the vice-presidency and to the nominating and elective procedures. A list of the
presidents, a bibliography, and a relative index are appended.
Ad Renick, Marion (Lewis). The Big Basketball Prize; illus. by Paul Galdone.
3-4 Scribner, 1963. 32p. Trade ed. $3.25; Library ed. $3.12 net.
Tim kept trying to shoot baskets, but he always missed; he knew he was awkward,
but he didn't know what to do about it. Grandma started him skipping rope-that
helped his coordination; his friend Greg practiced with him; an older boy gave him
pointers and encouraged him. When the day of the contest came, Tim won. A slight
story, but encouraging to the child who feels inadequate; Tim achieves his goal
realistically and after making a sustained effort.
R Reynolds, Quentin James. Winston Churchill; illus. with photographs. Ran-
7-10 dom House, 1963. 183p. $1.95.
A good biography of Churchill, not as sophisticated or as witty as the Coolidge biog-
raphy (Houghton Mifflin, 1960) but just as valuable for reasons other than style: in-
teresting early photographs, a bibliography, and a simple but lively style that will be
comprehensible to the older slow reader. The author concludes with some notes on
his own acquaintance with Churchill; an index is appended.
Ad Samachson, Dorothy. Rome; by Dorothy and Joseph Samachson; illus. by Emil
6- Weiss. Rand McNally, 1964. 124p. (Cities of the World Series.) $2.95.
A useful addition to the "Cities of the World" series; the many illustrations in black
and white are both informative and delightfully attractive. The text is rather loosely
organized, with historical material and descriptive material mingled throughout the
book, which has an enormous amount of interesting detail given in a somewhat
crowded style of writing. A guide to pronunciation, divided by chapters, is given at
the close of the book; four maps of suggested tours are appended, as is an extensive
relative index.
R Sarton, May. Joanna and Ulysses; illus. by James J. Spanfeller. Norton, 1963.
9- 127p. $3.95.
A charming story, written with grace and simplicity but requiring discernment for
fullest appreciation of the style and of the sensitive conception. Joanna is thirty, an
unhappy woman; she lives with her father in Athens and neither of them has recov-
ered emotionally from the devastation of war; they have never talked about Joanna's
mother, who died for freedom. The story of Joanna's visit to a vacation island, of
her rescue of the donkey Ulysses, and of her spiritual rebirth is most moving; she
returns to Athens with a new maturity, and she and her father are finally able to ac-
cept openly the bitterness and pain with which they have so long lived in silence.
M Schaefer, Jack. Stubby Pringle's Christmas; illus. by Lorence Bjorklund.
6-7 Houghton, 1964. 43p. $2.75.
First published in Boys' Life under the title "The Cowboy's Christmas Eve," a sac-
charine and old-fashioned tale, reminiscent in treatment and in style of O. Henry. A
cowboy on his way to a Christmas Eve dance stops to help a woman whose husband
is ill: he chops wood, cuts a Christmas tree, makes ornaments, and leaves as gifts
the presents he had been intending to take to the party. He misses the dance, but
feels rewarded when he hears sleigh bells and the words "We-e-e-e-l-l-1 d-o-o-ne
... pa-a-a-artner! " borne on the wind and finds reindeer tracks. Sample of style:
"He strides out. He scoops up ax and strides off, up-slope where some small pines
climb. He stretches tall and his legs lengthen and he towers huge among trees swing-
ing with ten-foot steps."
M Schick, Eleanor. A Surprise in the Forest; A Trisha Lucy Lassiter Story.
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3-5 Harper, 1964. 28p. illus. Trade ed. $1.95; Library ed. $2.19 net.
yrs.
A very small book with simple line drawings, a slight plot, and a rather flat ending.
The cumulation of animals in the illustrations will have some appeal to the small
child, but the story is not unusual: Mouse discovers something strange, calls his
best friend Turtle to come see; they both go to tell a small girl, Trisha; other an-
imals join them to peer into a hole in the ground. Two giraffes rescue three eggs,
three alligators hatch out and crawl straight to Trisha, and all the animals gather
around to celebrate the birthday of the alligators.
Ad Severn, William. The State Makers; by Bill and Sue Severn. Putnam, 1963.
5-7 255p. $3.50.
Brief stories of fifty men, each of whom was instrumental in the formation of one of
the United States, and most of whom are not well-known historical figures. Each
sketch is preceded by a page or two about the state itself; the listing of each state's
motto, flower, bird, tree, and year of admission to the Union adds to the usefulness
of the book. An index is appended.
R Shor, Pekay. Libraries and You; illus. by Stephen Rogers Peck. Prentice-
4-6 Hall, 1964. 66p. $3.25.
A well-organized and clearly written book on the use of the library and of basic ref-
erence books, that is informal in tone and is, in extension of treatment and scope of
information, right for the middle-grades audience. The author discusses the Dewey
decimal system (briefly), the card catalog, and some of the more important reference
sources: the atlas, almanac, dictionary, encyclopedia, and various indexes. A chapter
on preparing a report is included, the material having only a limited relation to the
subject of the book; a chapter on library resources for future needs-vocational guid-
ance given as an example-seems more useful. A brief glossary and an index are ap-
pended.
M Sloane, Eric. ABC Book of Early Americana; a sketchbook of Antiquities and
5-8 American Firsts. Doubleday, 1963. 61p. illus. $2.95.
An oversize book, alphabetically arranged but not at all an ABC book, with several
black-and-white drawings on each page. The pages are crowded, but the drawings
themselves are precise and attractive, only some of them including dates. Because
of the arbitrary use of terms, the book has little but browsing interest, although it
gives many odd bits of information. The items cited are often objects-or terms-in
common use in colonial times but not necessarily of native origin. For example, B
is for barn (three varieties), baby carriage, basketball, and bathtub; C is for covered
bridge, conestoga wagon, cigar-store Indian, and coal.
R Sorensen, Virginia (Eggertsen). Lotte's Locket; illus. by Fermin Rocker.
4-6 Harcourt, 1964. 253p. $3.50.
A brisk and appealing story set in Denmark; eleven-year-old Lotte's father had been
killed in an airplane accident; Lotte was heartsick when her mother announced that
she was going to marry Patrick and live in the United States. Lotte loved being the
eighth Lotte to live at Lottegaard, she loved her friends and her grandmother and
all things Danish. Slowly she adjusted to the fact that she would, when the school
term ended, join her mother and Pat in New York. The background material about
Copenhagen, Danish holiday customs, and Danish resistance in the last war, is quite
fascinating; the characterization is good. Relationships are warmly drawn, seldom
lapsing into sentimentality.
M Soule, Gardner. The Maybe Monsters. Putnam, 1963. 192p. illus. $2.95.
6-9
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A book about some of the strange creatures that have been legends-pursued and dis-
puted-over the years. Some of the monsters have been proved to exist, such as the
gorilla and the coelocanth; some are still being investigated, such as the Abominable
Snowman and the Loch Ness Monster. The dramatic nature of the topics covered is
indisputably alluring, but the fragmented and awkward arrangement of material within
the chapters and the contrived journalistic style give the text such an aura of lurid
Sunday-supplement-shocker that the genuinely exciting episodes are lost in the spuri-
ous excitement.
R Spilka, Arnold. Paint All Kinds of Pictures. Walck, 1963. 32p. illus. $3.75.
K-3
A lovely book to look at, and an excellent book to use for showing children the differ-
ent sorts of ways to use paint. The text is utterly crisp, simple, and clear. You can
do this...or you can do that-with pairs of full-page examples: a loud picture, a quiet
picture; a pretty picture, a scary picture; a large picture, a small picture. Without
attempting the difficult task of teaching a small child how to paint, Mr. Spilka shows
that one can use color, space, design, and movement to express oneself.
NR Stiles, Martha Bennett. The Strange House at Newburyport; illus. by Kurt Werth.
4-5 Dial, 1963. 128p. $2.75.
A mystery story set in pre-Civil War days. Prue and Faith McClintock, ten and twelve,
visit their newly-widowed grandmother in Newburyport. The girls are puzzled by the
remarks made by the steamboat captain en route, and they are rather frightened at
hints of haunting from Grandmother's superstitious Irish helper. The girls become
involved in helping some slaves through the Underground Railway, they retrieve a
long-hunted family treasure, and they witness the return of their long-absent uncle.
Some of the period details are interesting, but the characters are lifeless-often ster-
eotyped-and the story line far too cluttered to have any momentum.
NR Swift, Howard W. The Wonderful World of Plants and Flowers; illus. by Clau-
7-9 dine Nankivel. Home Library Press, 1963. 56p. $2.95.
A book that has some lovely photographs and some pedestrian drawings and inadequate
diagrams; some of the text is informative, some rambles; the scope is ambitious,
with the result that some important topics are treated superficially. Not without some
browsing use, but not adequate as a first book on either the subject of botany or the
art of gardening, and certainly not adequate for purposes of identification. The lack of
labels in diagrams, and the poor placement of some of the illustrations are particu-
larly limiting. An index is appended.
R Thayer, Jane. Andy and the Runaway Horse; illus. by Meg Wohlberg. Morrow,
K-2 1963. 48p. Trade ed. $2.75; Library ed. $2.78 net.
First published in a magazine in 1962, a read-aloud story that has simplicity and gen-
tle humor, combining a realistic plot with a touch of fancy. Good dialogue and good
relationship between the small, inquisitive Andy and his patient (but firm) mother.
Andy, seeing his first horse, asks his mother and the owner of the junk wagon ques-
tions. "What's his name?" "Alice." Andy explains to his mother that Alice stops at a
red light because everybody has to. Much to the surprise of the adults, it turns out-
when Alice gallops off one day at a car backfiring-that Andy is absolutely right. Alice
has learned to stop at a red light. Very good as a read-aloud book, and also very good
for independent reading in second and third grades.
SpR Trevino, Elizabeth (Borton) de. Nacar, the White Deer; illus. by Enrico Arno.
5-7 Farrar, 1963. 149p. $2.95.
A story of the seventeenth century, of the love of a small Mexican shepherd boy for the
rare white deer entrusted to his care. Mute since an early traumatic experience, young
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Lalo had learned to call each of his flock with a different tune on the flute, Lalo
cared for the deer, Nacar, for a year, so that the animal would be strong enough to
be shipped by the viceroy to the king of Spain. Many dangers and adventures befell
during the year; Lalo traveled to Spain with Nacar. There the boy was shocked into
speech when he heard that the monarch planned to hunt the white dear; to the King
this seemed miraculous, and he granted both boy and deer safety and a home forever.
The style of writing is deliberate and ornate; it has the intricacy and the detail of
tapestry, with little pace despite the dramatic episodes. The appeal of the story is in
delicate and intangible emotions and moods-an appeal to the more perceptive read-
er, or to the reader who responds to the themes of compassion for animals or of pi-
ety, both heavily stressed.
R Walsh, John E. The First Book of the Olympic Games; illus. with photographs.
5-7 Watts, 1963. 55p. $2.50.
Not extensive, but an excellent quick survey of the topic. The author describes the
work of DeCoubertin in organizing the revival of the ancient Greek festival, briefly
detailed; he describes the growth of interest and of participation, citing some of the
famous participants of the past. The text discusses the way the games are run, lists
the events included, and touches on the topics of women in the Olympic Games and of
the Winter Olympics. Lists of champions and of record performances are appended,
as is an index; four reference sources for further information are cited.
M Walters, Hugh. Destination Mars. Criterion Books, 1964. 160p. $3.50.
7-10
In previous books about Chris and his three fellow space-travellers, the stories about
the world of the future were more science fiction than science fantasy; here the four
young men travel to Mars and encounter Martian intelligences. The creatures are in
the form of wavering lights; once a human race, they predict that earthmen will fol-
low the same mutational path. Adequate in style, good in technical and scientific de-
tail; the plot is labored, with the last part of the book lacking an element of suspense
that obtained (in moderation) through most of the story.
M Well, Lisl. The Happy Ski ABC. Putnam, 1964. 63p. illus. Trade ed. $3.50;
3-4 Library ed. $3.29 net.
Not an ABC book, not a book meant to teach skiing, but a series of pointers on skiing,
engagingly illustrated in picture-book format. The pages are crowded with small
sketches and a minimal amount of text-more or less arranged alphabetically, but
often tenuously so: the pages for "K" read, "Very important! KNEES must be flexi-
ble! - KICK TURN - KANONE - German for 'big shot'; means splendid skier, old
timer. - KEEP in shape with KNEEBENDS. - KNAPSACK - worn by Alpine skiers;
full of salami and bread." A brief glossary of terms is appended. An amusing book,
but not wholly useful for the skiing neophyte and with not enough substance to be any-
thing else.
Ad Weir, Rosemary. Mystery of the Black Sheep; illus. by Velma Ilsley. Criterion
5-7 Books, 1964. 142p. $3.50.
Preceding the rest of the family, Mark and Caroline Hastings (sixteen and fourteen)
arrive at a remote Welsh farmhouse rented by their father. They immediately become
aware that the local people think the house is peculiar--perhaps haunted. The house is
snowed in, they hear strange noises, mysterious footprints are found, and the two are
soon thoroughly involved in the local mystery-the continuing theft of sheep. The Welsh
atmosphere and the dialogue are excellent, the plot is believable, and the role of the
youngsters in solving the mystery is credible. The action is a bit too precipitate, per-
haps, and it certainly doesn't let up; another rather weak aspect of the story is in the
character of Mr. Freedman, the thief: he is so patently shifty and suspicious in the
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first encounter that it seems illogical that Caroline and Mark do not see through him.
M Wernecke, Herbert H., ed. Tales of Christmas from Near and Far. Westmin-
5-8 ster, 1963. 232p. $3.95.
A selection of Christmas stories or episodes from full-length books, approximately
half of the material being from other countries and half from various parts of the
United States. The writing is of variable quality, many of the tales having been writ-
ten by excellent children's authors, but a good many being of mediocre style or sac-
charine tone. The book will certainly provide some always-needed additional Christ-
mas material, but not all of the stories are suitable for reading aloud or for story-
telling, and one story has appalling racial stereotypes.
R White, Christopher. Rembrandt and His World. Viking, 1964. 144p. $6.50.
7-
A fairly good biography of Rembrandt by a British art historian, well-researched and
comprehensive, but weakened by a tendency to florid writing. The book is profusely
illustrated with reproductions of Rembrandt's paintings, etchings, and drawings and
of documents-almost entirely in black and white, alas. A set of notes on the pictures
in the book is appended, as are a brief chronology and an index of names.
R Wibberley, Leonard. A Dawn in the Trees; Thomas Jefferson, the Years 1776
7-10 to 1789. Ariel, 1964. 183p. $3.25.
A second biographical volume about Thomas Jefferson, and one that stands alone al-
though it is a sequel to Young Man from the Piedmont. Written in a straightforward
style that is neither overly dramatic nor dull, with restraint in the quality and amount
of fictionalizing. The book gives excellent historical background as well as personal
details. An index is appended.
R Williams, Beryl. Pioneer Oceangrapher; Alexander Agassiz; by Beryl Wil-
7-10 liams and Samuel Epstein. Messner, 1963. 191p. $3.25.
A good biography, written in straightforward style, and having a good balance of in-
formation about Agassiz's personal and his professional life. As the son of a great
scientist, Alex Agassiz had the advantage of early exposure to the joy of scientific
research, but he was also, for many years, handicapped by being the son of a famous
father, Louis Agassiz. Having attained a fortune from the copper mines he reorgan-
ized and administered, Agassiz was free to follow the career he loved, and became
one of the first great marine biologists. The book gives a considerable amount of in-
formation about other scientists who were contemporaries; it also gives a brief, de-
lightful account of Agassiz School for young ladies run by the redoubtable Mrs. Agas-
siz. An index is appended.
Ad Wood, Dorothy. Canada; illus. by Harvey Shelton. Childrens Press, 1964. 93p.
5-7 Trade ed. $3.50; Library ed. $2.63 net.
A book that will have a limited use as curricular or supplementary material, since it
is marred by weak organization of topics within the sections and by a quite flat, heavy
writing style. The text is divided into four areas: "The Land", "People Come to Can-
ada", "Life in Canada Today", and "Enchantment of Canada." Each section is followed
by a page headed "Things to Think About"-a device that may well discourage other
than school use. The illustrations, save for a few mapes or diagrams, are less infor-
mative than they are decorative; some of the full-color pages are really handsome.
M Woody, Regina Llewellyn (Jones). Wisdom to Know. Funk and Wagnalls, 1964.
7-9 179p. $3.25.
A junior novel that has positive aspects in its approach to mental illness and to chron-
ic alcoholism, but that is weak in writing style and vitiated by over-emphasis. Karen,
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who does volunteer work in a children's hospital, is bothered by her best friend's be-
havior; she finds that Joannie's parents are alcoholics and that Joannie is under se-
vere and increasing emotional stress. Joannie goes, voluntarily, to a State Mental Hos-
pital. All ends well. Karen also finds that her aunt-a mental hospital patient-has been
secretly visited for years by her brother-in-law (Karen's father) and that father, too,
has been a hospital volunteer. All ends well; Aunt Edie achieves stability after having
been ill many years. The book gives a considerable amount of information about men-
tal hospitals, therapy, adjustment, Alcoholics Anonymous, etcetera-good information,
given with authority and sympathy, but much too much of it, and often incorporated
stiffly into the dialogue. Some of the reactions of characters in the story seem unreal-
istically naive or harsh; for example, when Joannie returns to high school after hos-
pitalization, she is cruelly greeted on her first day. "Karen heard the jibes. 'Hi, Kook.'
'What's it like in the looney bin?' 'You back? Thought you were in for life.' And, un-
kindest cut of all, 'Mirror, mirror on the wall, who's the craziest of us all? Joannie!
Joannie! Joannie! '"
M Yolen, Jane H. The Witch Who Wasn't; illus. by Arnold Roth. Macmillan,
K-2 1964. 30p. Trade ed. $2.95; Library ed. $3.47 net.
Isabel didn't look or feel like a witch, and her spells were unsuccessful-a disappoint-
ing thing for a small witch who was the last of a long line of witches. At the Hallowe'en
Convention, however, Isabel was surprised; in a contest to see who could conjure the
most frightening apparition, Isabel produced a tiny mouse. The witches were terrified,
and Isabel won the black and blue ribbon. An old theme, the misfit witch; a new but not
too convincing denouement. The style is rather contrived, the illustrations appropri-
ately grotesque.



